


Description
● The HashMain cloud mining platform allows you to lease both the hashrate 

itself and the entire power separately, which mine the following 
cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dash, Ethereum.

● This platform is analogous and a copy of the functionality of the HashFlare.io 
platform, except for such functions as “reinvestment”, “pool allocation”, “debit 
card” and “vouchers”. The platform also implements the rental of power.



Functionality and features
1. Rent of Hashrate for a year: X11, SHA-256, Scrypt, ETHash.

2. Rent of facilities. (Implemented pre-order functionality)

3. History of deposits and withdrawals for hashrate or capacity rental.

4. History of cryptocurrency deposits (mining income).

5. Section "Contracts": (Contracts for hash rate and capacity)

6. Referrals and materials for referrals (banners in different formats and in different languages)

7. Settings. (Similar to HashFalre.io)

8. FAQ, tickets.

9. The system of "orders" (for payment of the hash rate by bank transfers), the Capitalist service is connected.



Admin panel



1. Hashrate management (volume editing)

2. Management of miners, creation and editing.

3. Multilevel system of accounts for managers.

4. A large number of statistics in different time frames and quality indicators.

5. Applications for withdrawal of funds.

6. List of unpaid orders.

7. List of users with detailed information about them, and their orders. (What I ordered, how much I earned, how much I 
invested, etc.)

8.System of promo codes for users.

9.Materials for referrals, filling in the "Media" section and FAQ, editing prices and a few more functions.

Admin panel



Brand
The platform was presented at the BlockChain Life 2017 conference in St. 
Petersburg.

The platform's logo has appeared in many online magazines, on TV and 
in social media. networks.

The conference was attended by Herman Klimenko, who was also 
photographed against the background of the HashMain logo.

(He has no relation to her, not direct, not indirect)





How it looks







Free TON integration

Integration ways:

● Hashmain will add TON Crystal as payment method.
● News about Free TON in our social profiles.
● Email sending (our clients database)
● News on our website about Free TON

We are ready to discuss other ways of partnership. 



Contacts

Andrey, 27 y.o, Backend Developer and Co-founder.

Telegram: @Corilovsky


